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Abstract 

There are presented six grand problems of natural sciences and mathematics which are connected with 

theological problems and also two philosophical enigmas of science. Particularly exposed the problem of 

resurrection of Jesus Christ is exposed particularly as a historical fact for the unbelievers. They are 

popularly described. It is clearly indicated the connection of the researcher’s worldview with the essence of 

these problems and enigmas during their investigations. 
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1. Introduction. 

     In various fields of modern science there are distinguished seven important problems and two enigmas, 

which can be related to 9 miracles of being as a Divine Creation and Providence. Some of them are 

discussed in scientific papers as the great and grand problems of physics (see, for instance, [1]). All of them 

are up to now discussed by parts in some general or popular papers on natural sciences and in a lot of 

philosophic and apologetic theological papers. The complete list of 7 problems and 2 enigma of science was 

firstly presented in [2]. Their interpretation and attempts of their interpretation and/or solution are usually 

connected with the researcher’s worldview. These are:   

(1) The problem of the universe origin. 

(2) The problem of the anthropic principle in the tuning of nature laws and physical constants. 

(3) The problem of the irreversibility of time. 

(4) The problem of interpretation and comprehension of quantum mechanics. 

(5) The problem of the origin of the alive (including the particular dilemma: either the  

      progressive biologic macro-evolution, or the creation of species by the Intelligent Design).  

(6) The problem of the origin of the spiritual human life. 

(7) The resurrection of Jesus Christ as a historical fact. 

(8) Enigma of the unexplainable applicability of the abstract mathematical principles. 

(9) Enigma of the unexplainable connection of the human mind and spiritual life with the human 

brain.  
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    As to the problem 1, we can add here the following. There are analyzed in [3] such points of view in the 

explanations of the universe origin: Some physicists do sincerely consider that the universe can be explained 

by itself. For instance, the space-time births its own “dust” during the process of its own self-creation and 

someone calls it by the “cosmic self-tuning (cosmic bootstrap)", as if indicating to the internal contradiction 

of the idea that someone can raise himself, pulling himself by bootlaces (P.Atkins). Others don’t really 

hesitate in the evident internal contradiction of such explanations, since a certain cause cannot bring to a 

certain consequence without preceding that consequence in its existing (K.Word). But some, like 

S.Hawking, consider that no unified theory of the world can describe the birth of the world by itself, exactly 

similarly as to that science can never reply to the answer why the universe exists. In other words, the laws of 

nature, revealed by men, cannot be themselves generate the causes of phenomena. The proposed sometimes 

statements on the appearance of the universe as a result of some fluctuation in quantum vacuum do only 

move back the question on its beginning by one step, since after such statement the questions do inevitably 

raise on the origin of such vacuum and of laws of its ruling. Therefore, notwithstanding the surprising 

agreement of various scientists on the existence of the universe beginning, all the attempts to prove that the 

universe can be explained by itself are as much dissatisfied as any non-critical accepting of the 

representation of the entirely material beginning of the world, because it cannot explain neither rational 

cognoscibility of the world, nor its harmonic tuning on the human existing!    

     As to the problem 5, we add here that the conclusion on the Intelligent Design in the creation of the 

genetic information in the alive organisms is made not because we have a shortage of scientific data but, on 

the contrary, namely because we have them! Our knowledge of the genetic biologic information plus our 

knowledge of that that the information sources from the Intelligent Design are unique possible sources of 

such information for now, together with the fact that the casual chances and the laws of nature cannot birth 

the given complex genetic information, bring to the abductive conclusion with the best possible explanation 

hypothesis. Then, as a summary of the facts, which testimony against the doctrine of the progressive 

biologic macro-evolution and enlisted in a lot of scientific apologetic Christian papers (see, in particular, [4-

6]), one can state that: 

      There is an extensive introduction in the large number of open problems in many fields of physics, 

published by the Russian physicist V.Ginzburg in [1], which is rather interesting to study. Inside this large 

list of open problems of modern physics (and in a certain degree of modern natural sciences), represented by 

V.Ginzburg repeatedly in Russian editions, some of them are marked him “great” or “grand” problems. 

Between namely these problems I would like to separate four of them: 

    

 2. The problems 1 and 2 (the problem of the universe origin and the problem of the anthropic 

principle). 

      They are connected with the cosmological problem (in other words, the problem of the Universe origin). 

According to V.Ginzburg, it is also a grand problem, or strictly speaking, a great complex of cosmic 

problems many of which are far from the solution.   

     (I) Earlier, after Enlightenment till approximately 1920, scientists in the natural sciences did usually 

consider the Universe as eternally existing and eternally moving. 

     Now the most convincing arguments against the model of the eternally existing Universe are: 

(а) the second law of thermodynamics which does inevitably bring to the heat death of the Universe,  

(b) the observed cosmic microwave background .  

      The most surprising conclusion of the revealed non-stationary state of the Universe is the existence of the 

“beginning”, under which the majority of physicists understand the beginning of the Universe expansion.  
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     The cosmologic problem as the problem of the origin and evolution of the Universe has initiated to be 

analyzed by A.Einstein (after 1917) and now it is connected with papers of many other physicists. The first 

several authors had been G.Lemaître (who proposed what became known as the Big Bang theory of the 

origin of the Universe, although he called it his "hypothesis of the primeval atom"), A.Friedman and 

G.Gamow.  

       And what namely had been in the “beginning”? Gamow had assumed in 1921 that the expansion had 

initiated from the super-condensed hot state as a result of the Big Bang, to which he and others had ascribed 

the time moment t=0, i.e. the beginning of the Universe history. The initial state in this model is postulated. 

However, the nature of the initial super-condensed hot Universe state is not known. Such initial point (or 

super-small region), in which the temperature, pressure, energy density etc had reached the anomalous huge 

(almost infinite) values, can be considered as a particular point, where The “physical” processes cannot be 

described by physical equations and in fact are excluded from the model analysis.  

       Strictly speaking, namely in the region of this point (from t = 0 till ∼ t0 = 10
–44 

sec, where t0  is the Planck 

time) is arising the general problem of the world origin and also the choice dilemma: the beginning of the 

Universe formation from vacuum (“nothing”) is either a result of the irrational randomness after passing 

from other space-time dimensions or from other universe, caused by some unknown process, or a result of 

the creation of the expanding Universe (together with the laws of its functioning) by the supreme intelligent 

design from nigilo. 

       The framework for the standard cosmologic model relies on Albert Einstein's general relativity and on 

simplifying assumptions (such as homogeneity and isotropy of space). There are even non-standard 

alternative models. Now there are many supporters of Big Bang models. The number of papers and books on 

standard and non-standard versions of the cosmologic Big Bang models is too enormous for citing in this not 

very large paper (it is possible to indicate, only for instance, [7-10] for initial reading in cosmology of the 

Universe and in the different quasi-classical and quantum approaches in cosmology for description of the 

creation and the initial expansion of the Universe). However, there is no well-supported model describing 

the action prior to 10
−15

 seconds or so. Apparently a new unified theory of quantum gravitation is needed to 

break this barrier. Understanding this earliest of eras in the history of the Universe is currently one of the 

most important unsolved problems in physics.  

       Moreover, it is worth to underline that many physicists consider that the second law of thermodynamics 

is universal for all closed systems, including also our Universe as a whole (which is closed in naturalistic 

one-world view). Therefore the heat death is inevitable (see, for instance, [1] and especially [11]). And 

finally, to-day a lot of attention of researchers is dedicated to the problems of hypothetical dark mass and 

dark energy.  

     (II) From 1973 (and particularly after eighties) the term “anthropic principle”, introduced by B.Carter, 

has become to acquire in the science and out of the science a certain popularity [12,13]. Carter and other 

authors had been noted that physical constants must have values in the very narrow interval in order the 

existence of the biologic life can become possible, and that the measured values of these constants are really 

found in this interval. In other words, the Universe seems to be exactly such as it is necessary for the origin 

of the life. If physical constants would be even slightly other, then the life could be impossible.  

      After meeting such testimonies, a number of scientists had formulated several interpretations of 

anthropic principle each of which brings the researchers to the worldview choice in its peculiar way. We 

shall consider here two of them. 

      According to the weak anthropic principle (WAP), the observed values of physical and cosmological 

constants caused by the necessary demand that the regions, where the organic life would be developed, 

ought to be possible. And in the context of WAP there is the possibility of choice between two alternatives:  
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 (1) Either someone does irrationally believe that there are possible an infinity of universes, in the past, in 

the present and in the future, and we exist and are sure in the existence of our Universe namely because the 

unique combination of its parameters and properties could permit our origin and existence.  

(2) Or someone does (also irrationally) believe that our unique Universe is created by Intelligent Design of a 

Creator (or God) and the human being is also created by Creator in order to govern the Universe.  

    According to the strong anthropic principle (SAP), the Universe has to have such properties which permit 

earlier or later the development of life. This form of the anthropic principle does not only state  that the 

universe properties are limited by the narrow set of values, compatible with the development of the human 

life, but does also state that this limitation is necessary for such purpose. So, one can interpret such tuning of 

the universe parameters as the testimony of the supreme intelligent design of a certain creative basis. There 

is also a rather unexpected interpretation of SAP, connected with the eastern philosophy, but it is not widely 

known. 

 

3. The problem 3 (the problem of the irreversibility of time).  

      It is more strictly the origin of the irreversibility of time not only on the earth and in the near cosmos, but 

also in all universe. The problem of the irreversibility of time is one of the most and difficult problems of 

physics [1,14,15]. 

     In the Newton mechanics, in the relativity theory, in quantum mechanics and quantum electrodynamics 

the equations of the microscopic motion of the particles and photons are symmetric relative to changing of 

time sign (direction) and describe processes, which can go along both time directions. More strictly, physical 

laws do not change under the combined operation CPT, where C, P and T mean changes particles for 

antiparticles, then to the mirror image (so left and right are interchanged) and al last the reverse the time 

direction, respectively. The laws of physics do practically (with the accuracy of 10
-10

) not changed under the 

combined action of two operators, C and P. [It signifies that, in particular, life would be just the same for 

inhabitants of another planet made of antimatter and who were our mirror images].With the same accuracy 

(10
-10

) the laws of physics must also be unchanged under the alone operator T. However, there is a big 

difference between the forward and backward time directions in our everyday life on the macroscopic and 

cosmic levels, which cannot be explained by the extremely small (10
-10

) violations of CP and T-invariance 

in the (infra-)weak interactions between elementary particles. And it is a serious problem: how does appear 

the irreversibility of time on the macroscopic and cosmic levels?  

    Before to try answering this question, let bring a few typical examples of the time asymmetry in the 

nature be considered. 

     The heat passes from hot bodies to cold ones. Any perturbation expands with time in all directions and 

decreases. Practically any macroscopic process (with the exception of super-fluid and super-conductive 

phenomena) is dissipative in its nature and any moving macroscopic body looses its energy and finally 

stops. We can see a cup falling off a table and breaking in pieces on the floor but we do not see pieces of the 

broken cup gathering together off the floor and jumping back onto the table. Around us there is a lot of 

changes of the biologic origin: A man is being born, is developing, is becoming old and at last is dying. A 

lot of manifestations of the earth history has a character of information registrations but any concrete 

information is wiped out with time.  

     In all these examples there is the increase of disorder or entropy, and respectively the decrease of 

information, with time. It is the essence of the second law of thermodynamics. Someone says that it 

determines the thermodynamic arrow of time, that is the direction of time, in which disorder, or entropy, 

increases. 
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     There are also other kinds of asymmetries. We can observe only delayed electromagnetic waves out-

coming from a point source in all directions into the universe. But nobody observed advanced waves in-

coming from the infinity to a point. Someone considers that an explanation of this asymmetry cannot be 

based on local considerations and demands taking into account the large-scale (cosmologic) properties of the 

universe, which is now expanding. 

     There are opinions about at least two arrows of time besides the thermodynamic one: the psychological 

arrow – the direction in which we feel time passing and remember the past but not the future; then the 

cosmologic arrow of time – the direction of time in which the universe is expanding. These opinions 

originated a lot of new questions: 

      Does the thermodynamic arrow determine the psychological one?      

      Do three arrows always indicate to the same direction? 

      What is connection between the thermodynamic and cosmologic arrows? 

      And so on. Now all these questions are open. And it is almost evident that the observed arrow of time is 

not determined by only single physical process and the existence of the direction is a general property of 

time which has a lot of different manifestations. 

    The absence of the scientific response on all such questions on time does particularly sharpen the problem 

of the choice of the world-view (in the question on the future of universe and of the humanity). Let us 

analyze theologically this problem [15]. The second law of thermodynamics seems to be created by God 

simultaneously with other laws of Nature during the Creation of the universe. Before the sin fall the activity 

of the Saint Spirit had been restored the order in Nature and had been ensured the physical immortality of 

the first men not by the elimination of the second law of thermodynamics, but inserting an order and support 

of life by His creative activity. But after sin fall, i.e. after the human separation from God, the non-separable 

connection of an order and life with the Saint Spirit vanished (although a certain support of spiritual life 

remained). A man had lost his physical immortality and, although he does not noticeably govern the 

creation, however he continues to influence on it. Only after the second arrival of Christ, when a new 

universe will be created, the Saint Spirit will begin again to act everywhere, аnd a saved man, repented and 

accepted the expiatory sacrifice of Christ, will acquire the physical immortality and together with Christ and 

under His leadership will govern eternally the creation.  

 

4. The problem 4 (the problem of interpretation and comprehension of quantum mechanics). 

      The majority of critics of quantum mechanics are unsatisfied with the probabilistic nature of its 

predictions. One can add here also the questions and paradoxes of the theory of quantum measurements 

theory, especially like the wave-function reduction and the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox. The 

appearance of quantum mechanics, and, in particular, the discussion of N.Bohr with A.Einstein (lasting 

many years), had seriously undermined the traditional forms of the naïve realism in the philosophy of the 

scientific realism and had strongly influenced (and continues to influence) not only on physics but also on 

other kinds of knowledge in the sense of the dependence of the reality on the observer and, moreover, on our 

understanding of the human knowledge at all. The problem of the relativistic quantum mechanics and 

quantum field theory is even much more sharp because of the incompatibility of the main premises of the 

quantum theory and of the relativity theory.     

        Various interpretations of quantum mechanics. Not only philosophers of scientific critical realism, but 

also up to now a certain part of physicists, beginning from A. Einstein, D.Bohm, Y.Aharonov and some 

others, did not agree with the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics and, moreover, had 

constructed alternative versions of interpretation (see, for instance, [16-24]).  
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     Einstein never accepted quantum mechanics as a "real" and complete theory, struggling to the end of his 

life for an interpretation that could comply with relativity without complying with the Heisenberg 

uncertainty principle. As he once said: "God does not play dice", skeptically referring to the Copenhagen 

interpretation of quantum mechanics which says there exists no objective physical reality other than that 

which is revealed through measurement and observation. 

     The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox and various approaches to its resolution. In 1935 Einstein, 

Podolsky, and Rosen [16] were formulated their thought experiment, which had been called the EPR 

paradox (which is later also referred to as the EPRB paradox after Bohm, who modernized the formulation 

of the thought experiment). Taking a system of two correlated particles A and B, they supposed that A and B 

are arisen in one point and then are flying in different directions. No particle had the defined coordinate and 

impulse at the moment of their birth but as a consequence of the impulse conservation, the sum the particle 

impulses is always equal to zero, as well as the sum of their coordinates. If one measures the coordinate of 

the particle A, its wave function will be reduced to a certain narrow distribution near a certain point. And 

simultaneously the wave function of the particle B will be similarly reduced, since the coordinate of the 

particle B after such measurement will be known too. So, if the wave function does completely characterize 

a particle, simultaneously something will be happened really with the particle B, although the measurement 

was performed with the particle A, which could be very far from the particle B! But if the wave function of 

the particle B will be changed without any measurement (and hence any performed change) of the particle 

B, consequently the wave function is not good, or complete characteristics of the quantum particle. Namely 

in this consists the paradox EPR. However, in reality the considerations of the thought EPR experiment do 

not disprove quantum mechanics and even the conceit of wave function at all. The point is that the both 

correlated particles are characterized by the only one common wave function and one cannot ascribe a 

certain wave function to any from the correlated particles. Therefore at the moment of the measurement of 

one from two correlated but far remote particles the common wave function of both correlated particles is 

really changing. That was cleared up after the publication of the EPR article. 

    The EPR paradox had stimulated the development of a series of new conceits and caused the interest to 

the correlated states of quantum particles. When such states were revealed experimentally for photons, there 

was started a rapid development of a new physical region – quantum optics. Besides that, the experiments 

with correlated particles of quantum particles permitted to verify if the probabilistic behavior is really a 

property of any separate quantum particle or it is a property of the ensemble of particles. It had also drawn 

attention to a phenomenon predicted by quantum mechanics known as quantum entanglement, in which 

measurements on spatially separated quantum systems can instantaneously influence one another. As a 

result, quantum mechanics violates a principle formulated by Einstein, known as the principle of locality or 

local realism, which states that changes, performed on one physical system, should have no immediate 

effect on another spatially separated system. The principle of locality seems to be persuasive, because, 

according to relativity, information can never be transmitted faster than the speed of light, or causality would 

be violated. Any theory, violating causality, would be deeply unsatisfying. However, a detailed analysis of 

the EPR scenario shows that quantum mechanics violates locality without violating causality, because no 

information can be transmitted using quantum entanglement.  

     Nevertheless, the principle of locality appeals powerfully to physical intuition, and Einstein, Podolsky 

and Rosen were unwilling to abandon it. They suggested that quantum mechanics is not a complete theory, 

just an (admittedly successful) statistical approximation to some yet-undiscovered description of nature. 

Several such descriptions of quantum mechanics, known as “local hidden variable parameters”, were 

proposed. These deterministically assign definite values to all the physical quantities at all times, and 

explicitly preserve the principle of locality.  
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    Of the several objections to the then current interpretation of the quantum mechanics spearheaded by 

Einstein, the EPR paradox was the subtlest and most successful. The EPR paradox has not been resolved or 

explained, in a way, which agrees with classical intuition, up to this day. It brought a new clarity and 

permanent shift in thinking about 'what is reality' and what is a 'state of a physical system'. 

     The shift was caused by the EPR thought experiment, which has shown how to measure the property of a 

particle, such as a position, without disturbing it. In today's terminology, we would say that they did the 

determination by measuring the state of a distant but entangled particle. Quantum entanglement is a property 

of a system of two or more particles (objects) in which the quantum states of the constituting objects are 

linked together so that one object can no longer be adequately described without full mention of its 

counterpart—even if the individual objects are spatially separated. According to quantum mechanics, the 

state of the counterpart particle will instantly change even though we did not disturb it in any local way. It 

conflicts with our classical intuition with the relativistic principle of locality. Different views on the essence 

of the quantum entanglement bring to different interpretations of quantum mechanics. The very concept of 

quantum entanglement also conflicts with our intuition the same way.    

      However, experiments have shown that entanglement does occur, and in fact quantum entanglement has 

practical applications in the field of quantum cryptography and quantum computation. Earlier quantum 

entanglement had been utilized in experiments with quantum teleportation. Quantum teleportation is a 

technique used to transfer quantum information from one quantum system to another. It does not transport 

the system itself, nor does it allow communication of information at superluminal (faster than light) speed. 

Its distinguishing feature is that it can transmit the information present in a quantum superposition, useful 

for quantum communication and quantum computation. In quantum cryptography, an entangled signal is 

sent down a communications channel making it impossible to intercept and rebroadcast that signal without 

leaving a trace. In quantum computation, entangled states allow simultaneous computations to occur in one 

step.  

      Entanglement has many applications in quantum information theory [25-33]. Mixed state entanglement 

can be viewed as a resource for quantum communication. With the aid of entanglement, otherwise 

impossible tasks may be achieved. Among the best known applications of entanglement there is super-dense 

coding . 

      In 1964 J.Bell had shown that many theories, known as hidden variable theories, are either non-local or 

known as satisfying Bell inequality [18]. Quantum mechanics predicts that this inequality is not satisfied. To 

make sure, additional experiments were made to confirm that predicted action at distance is indeed instant. 

Today most physicists agree that local hidden variable theories are untenable and that the principle of 

locality does not hold. Therefore, the EPR paradox would only be a paradox because our physical intuition 

does not correspond to physical reality. But even now the topic remains active and some people are still 

looking for. Quantum mechanics is neither "real" (since measurements do not state, but instead prepare 

properties of the system) nor "local" (since the state vector comprises the simultaneous probability 

amplitudes for all positions), and the properties of entanglement are some of the many reasons why the 

Copenhagen Interpretation is no longer considered standard by a large proportion of the scientific 

community. So, the discussion of N.Bohr with A.Einstein had originated so many interesting fundamental 

results, experimental applications and other (already second or derived) discussions, which have endless 

continuation up to now, that it was unique in the history of physics.     

      And now, let us speak some words on the many-world interpretation (MWI) in quantum mechanics (and 

in quantum cosmology). In this interpretation one assumes the existence of the parallel universes, in every of 

which the same nature laws and physical constants are acting, but all of them are found in different states. 

MWI refuses an indeterminate collapse of the wave function which is connected with the measurement in 
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the Copenhagen interpretation.  The ideas of MWI had been originated in the phd-thesis of H.Everett bat the 

term MWI had been proposed by B.S.M. de Witt who had developed that idea, and then the various authors 

had participated in the further development of that topic [34-43].   

      In various versions of MWI there two main points: The first one consists in the existence of the wave 

function for the total Universe, described by the Schroedinger equation, but without any in-determined 

collapse. The second one consists in that such state of the Universes is the quantum superposition of several 

(and may be, of the infinite number) states of the equal parallel universes which are non-interacting among 

themselves.  

       According to the modern criteria of the scientific theories, MWI is experimentally non-verified and non-

falsified, and therefore is not scientific! However, any other interpretation of quantum mechanics, including 

the Copenhagen one, is also not scientific but philosophical and therefore the usefulness of the quantum-

mechanical interpretation is determined by its pragmatism. And, although the analysis of some problems in 

the MWI brings to the same results as in any other interpretation, but these results are more simple logically, 

so they had been resulted to some physicists to be more popular in quantum mechanics (and quantum 

cosmology). 

       May be, it seems that the majority of the opponents of the MWI reject it because, for them, introducing 

a very large number of worlds that we do not see is an extreme violation of Ockham's principle: "Entities are 

not to be multiplied beyond necessity". However, in judging physical theories one could reasonably argue 

that one should not multiply physical laws beyond necessity either (such a version of Ockham's Razor has 

been applied in the past), and in this respect the MWI is the most economical theory. Indeed, it has all the 

laws of the standard quantum theory, but without the collapse postulate, the most problematic of physical 

laws.  

       The reason for adopting the MWI is that it avoids the collapse of the quantum wave. And there is no 

experimental evidence in favor of collapse and against the MWI. We need not assume that Nature plays 

dice. The MWI is a deterministic theory for a physical Universe and it explains why a world appears to be 

in-deterministic for human observers. 

        The MWI exhibits some kind of non-locality: "world" is a non-local concept, but it avoids action at a 

distance and, therefore, it is not in conflict with the relativistic quantum mechanics.  

        The MWI is not the most accepted interpretation of quantum theory among physicists, but it is 

becoming increasingly popular . 

        The strongest proponents of the MWI can be found in the communities of quantum cosmology and 

quantum computing. In quantum cosmology it makes it possible to discuss the whole Universe avoiding the 

difficulty of the standard interpretation which requires an external observer. In quantum computing, the key 

issue is the parallel processing performed on the same computer; this is very similar to the basic picture of 

the MWI. However, the advantage of the MWI is that it allows us to view quantum mechanics as a complete 

and consistent physical theory which agrees with all experimental results obtained to date. And also, the 

elegant conception of the de-coherence, proposed in 1970 by Dieter Zeh, explains that the various branches 

of the single wave function, which describe these worlds, are oscillating in time with the different phases 

and so as if do not exist each for other [44]. 

       The ensemble interpretation. For the sake of the completeness it must be noted that there is known one 

more interpretation (or more exactly, several versions of that interpretation), which is named by the statistic 

(or the ensemble) interpretation. It correlates the mathematical apparatus of quantum mechanics not simply 

with the ensemble of the measurement results, but with the ensemble of the micro-systems, connected with 

these results. There were in the A.Einstein, K.Popper, L.I.Mandelstam and  others in 30-th at its source. As 

to the opinion of Einstein, the in-deterministic aspect of quantum mechanics follows from the failure to 
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ensure the complete description but not from the immanent characteristics of the matter itself. Einstein 

proposed his own interpretation, in which he defended the Born’s statistical postulate for ψψψψ-function but 

interpreting it in the sense that the ψψψψ-function is connected not with the single physical system but with the 

ensemble of identically prepared systems. And the statistical character of the quantum theory is a 

consequence of the incompleteness of its description of the reality. From such positions some manuals and 

lecture notes were prepared, for instance, the lectures of L.I.Mandelstam [45] and the manuals of 

D.I.Blokhintsev on quantum mechanics in 1949-1976 [46], in which there were constantly introduced the 

conceit of the ensemble of the systems, which are found under the equal macroscopic conditions, 

independently each from other. The same interpretation was used also by L.Ballentine [47] and others (see 

also [48,49]). In some versions of this ensemble interpretation it turned out to be possible to bring the 

conceit “the reduction of the wave function” to an objective effect of the probability theory or to somewhat 

“weeken” it (may be, that someone can be able even to avoid the introducing the conceit “reduction”, after a 

certain fine elaboration of this kind of interpretation – and therefore the statistical ensemble interpretation 

will be more preferable that MWI). But up to now the ensemble interpretation did only expand the space of 

debates and made the argumentation more persuading, however this interpretation did not bring to new 

conclusions in comparison with the general Copenhagen interpretation and the conceit of “hidden 

parameters”. In the West the debates between the supporters of the ensemble and Copenhagen 

interpretations went along the channels of the usual discussions about the philosophy of quantum mechanics 

(the refinements of positions, exposures of premises, considerations of paradoxes etc), without the exit out 

of the main Bohr-Einstein discussion. And the Soviet supporters of the ensemble interpretation 

(K.B.Nikolsky, D.I.Blokhintsev and their followers) went along the way of the non-academic political 

polemics , which did strongly compromised that interpretation in the eyes of the non-communist compatriot 

physicists. 

     A short summary on various interpretations of quantum mechanics. Up to now the problem of the final 

interpretation of quantum mechanics and of quantum theory of measurements is far from the total consensus 

and remains to be open for physicists and moreover for philosophers (in the region of the science 

philosophy) and for theologians (in the region of the scientific apologetics of the Christianity).  

     There is a rather interesting thought on the possibility of such extrapolations of quantum mechanics into 

the philosophy and theology, which is compatible with the Biblical point of view, in [50]. May be, the 

microscopic objects do exist only therefore that God observes them? And further: If it is obligatory that the 

conscious observer is required for the actualization of the creation of the universe and if the Copenhagen 

interpretation of quantum mechanics is considered as a final one, one can attend only one possibility of the 

theistic generalization, which is compatible with the biblical worldview, – admit that the Creator had 

realized His Own Choice from a variety of possibilities allowed by quantum mechanics (also created by 

Him).  

    And in conclusion, one can add that the internal inconsistence of the premises of quantum mechanics as a 

non-local theory and of the relativity theory (both special and general) lies on the bases of the impossibility 

to construct self-consistent relativistic quantum mechanics, quantum field theory and quantum cosmology 

even in the quasi-linear approximation. 

    As a whole, the problem of the final interpretation of quantum mechanics and of quantum theory of 

measurements is far from the total consensus and still remains open for both physicists and philosophers (in 

the science philosophy).  

      One can add here that the still inherent incompatibility of the postulates of quantum theory as non-local 

theory and relativity theory (both special and general) as local theory is the main root of the impossibility to 
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construct the self-consistent relativistic quantum mechanics, quantum field theory and the quantum 

cosmology even in quasi-linear approximation.   

       Another long incompleteness of non-relativistic quantum mechanics (even in the Copenhagen 

interpretation) had been the problem of time as a quantum observable, canonically conjugated to energy; and 

its solution is now the final completed chapter in its scientific (physical and mathematical) foundations. It 

has been known from the beginning of twentieth of XX (see [51] and later also the discussion of 

Y.Aharonov and D.Bohm with N.S.Krylov and V.A.Fock [52,53]) till the last years, when it has in fact been 

resolved practically by using the mathematical means (see [54]). And, moreover, the solution of this 

problem brought to one more paradox with the experimentally observed non-locality of quantum mechanics 

in tunneling times – the Hartman effect with its generalizations and violations.  

 

5. The problem 5 (the problem of the origin of the biologic life). 

      Now let us analyze, in a condensed way, one of the great natural problems marked in [1] – the problem 

of the reductionism of biology to physics (including, first of all, the problem of the physical and chemical 

explanation of the origin of the biologic life). 

      Explanation of the origin of the biologic life in terms of physics and, in general, of natural sciences 

(chemistry etc., including also mathematics) ↔ there is a problem of the origin of the genetics, genetic code 

(or at least a small set of several codes) which is unique for all the terrestrial biosphere, and the defense 

mechanisms for the defense of the organism development during cell reproduction,…  

↔ there is an inevitable choice (dilemma): either a natural process like a certain jump which is similar to 

some kind of phase transition (or like to synergetic process, or even like the irrational  many-world 

interpretation ), or a supreme intelligent design of a super-human creative basis in the being (or a Creator). 

      Any attempt of the natural origin is failed. And not only because the self-origin of only one self-

reproducing cell has not a scientifically reliable explanation in the limits of the modern physics (the 

probability of the chance formation of the protein configuration, containing still 500 nucleotides, is 

extremely small, i.e. near 1/10
950

, аnd for the cell formation it is necessary at least 250 different proteins). 

There are no scientific explanations yet even for the following facts and no answers for the following 

problems: 

How a numerous quantity of the chemical reactions could take place in a very limited space volume for 

create one protein molecule? 

How there were created the conditions, which were necessary for uniting some components and at the same 

time were unfavorable for uniting other components, and how then the successive creation of a protein (or 

RNA or DNA) molecule can happen? 

      If even a principal possibility of the formation of the simplest protein components (DNA) had been 

shown in the known Oparin, Miller (etc) experiments under the special laboratory conditions, all the same it 

is very remote from the conditions of the primordial earth or of the unstable cosmos. So, no terrestrial or 

cosmic origin of cells (moreover, with the genetic structure) are impossible!      

     And how one can explain that 

     (a) The genetic information in the DNA can be read only by the specific ferments, for the creation of 

which the special information is also coded in the DNA. 

      (b) The biochemical process of the protein synthesis is the most complicated process between all known 

biochemical processes in the cell, and also some protein is already necessary for the protein production. 

Then, the genetic code is beforehand required for the information transfer from the DNA to the protein, and 

such code is almost universal for the whole terrestrial biosphere.  
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      (c) And finally, the genetic code has the vitally necessary control system, which is, in its turn, is coded in 

the DNA.  

      It is impossible to explain all these facts in the natural way.  

      (d) And how one (or almost one) main genetic code for the whole terrestrial biosphere had been 

originated? 

      Nobody could elaborate somehow working model of the origin of even one self-reproducing cell yet. 

      The first main part of this problem of the origin consists in the absence of the answer to the following 

question: how had been originated the conditions, which are vitally necessary for living systems now, during 

that time when the life had been absent but which are created by only living systems! So, it is absolutely 

unclear: what had been earlier – habitat with is necessary for the life, or the alive organisms in the medium 

which had not supported the life. 

      The second main part of this problem consists in the mystery of the origin of the enormous quantity of 

the coded genetic information. 

       Finally, there is no doubt that the whole terrestrial biosphere is a wonderfully balanced eco-system of 

the irreducible complexity and integrity. The interaction of all its components (flora, fauna, micro-organisms 

and habitat) is such that the disappearance of even if one of them will bring to the disappearance of the 

whole biosphere.  

       So, it is not surprising that during the last ten (or somewhat more) years the number of scientific papers 

dedicated to the critics of the natural evolutional biologic and pre-biologic theories has become to increase 

[55-58]. 

       There some, may be, naturalists who do still hope that certain synergetic processes can initiate the self-

organization of the non-living matter into the alive organisms. But now it is known (see, for instance, [59]) 

that all concrete macroscopic systems with known history of their origin, which are more highly ordered 

than their environment, were created not by rare occasional fluctuations, but under the direct influence of 

external forces or as a result of bifurcations caused by some non-linearity and external forces in the open 

systems. Moreover, I.Prigogine denied that revealed by him processes of local decreasing of entropy can 

explain the origin of the alive from the non-alive [60]: “The point is that in a non-isolated system there 

exists a possibility for formation of ordered, low-entropy structures at sufficiently low temperatures. This 

ordering principle is responsible for the appearance of ordered structures such as crystals as well as for the 

phenomena of phase transitions. Unfortunately this principle cannot explain the formation of biological 

structures”.  

          Returning to the direct analysis of the problem of the reductionism of biology to physics in the narrow 

sense (“if the biology (at least molecular biology and genetics) can be totally explained in terms of physics 

(and chemistry)”), I can recommend to pay a particular attention to the discussion on the special problem of 

the principal possibility of the explanation of the cell self-reproduction in terms of quantum mechanics, 

initiated by E.Wigner [61], then continued by M.Eigen [62] and afterwards analyzed by M.V.Vol’kenstein 

[63].  

          Firstly, Wigner ab inizio considered (see, for instance, [61]) that the spontaneous self-appearance and 

spontaneous self-reproduction of even simplest biologic macro-molecules and one-cell organisms do 

evidently contradict to quantum mechanics, namely which describes the casual probabilistic currency of 

events (in the standard Copenhagen interpretation). He had shown that the probability of the existence of 

self-reproducting states is practically equal to 0, with the help of the following considerations:  

        The complicated system, the evolution of which is supposed to occur by itself casually, can be 

described by the Hamiltonian, being a stochastic symmetric matrix like   Hmn= Hnm   with the statistically 

independent elements (by the way, namely this property permitted for von Neumann to show that the second 
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principle of the thermodynamics follows from quantum mechanics). As usual, let the organism’s state  in the 

space of states be described by the vector (wave function) v; and the similar vector of the feeds be w, then 

the general vector of the state of the organism and feeds will be  ΦΦΦΦ = v×××× w , and after the reproduction – will 

be  ΨΨΨΨ=v×××× v×××× r,  where the vector  r   characterizes feed removals and coordinates of two organisms in the  

surroundings. Let the space of the organism is N-dimensional, and the vector r is R-dimensional.  

       If the evolution matrix S, which creates the final state as a result of the interaction between the organism 

and feed, is disordered and stochastic, then 

                 vk vλλλλ rµµµµ  = ∑
´´k´ µλ

 Skλλλλµµµµ , k´λλλλ´µµµµ´   v k´    wλλλλ´µµµµ´ .                                (1)  

The  N 
2
R  equations correspond to this equation. The number of unknowns   N+R+NR  for  N >>1  is much 

less than the number of equations. Therefore it would be a miracle if these unknowns could satisfy the 

written relation (1). So, if the interaction S does not specially “arranged” in such a way that it would 

guarantee the self-reproduction of the organism, then the probability of the multiplication would be 

practically equal to 0.  

       Strictly speaking, the situation is more complicated: it is necessary to consider a lot of states of the alive 

organism and the unitarity of the S-matrix, and instead of equality of (1) it is necessary to use inequalities, 

which are connected with the demand that the general probability of the states for two alive organisms 

would be explicitly more than ½.  However, even considering all this, the main conclusion will remain the 

same.   

    Then M.Eigen had shown that the possibility of the cell self-reproduction can be explained by quantum 

mechanics if and only if the evolution matrix (the S-matrix of the process) is specially instructed for this aim 

[62]. Further M.V.Vol’kenstein in his analytic review [63] had expressed his expectation that M.Eigen in his 

future study of the pre-biologic evolution can find the possibility of such special instruction. But up to now 

nobody had revealed such possibility! As to me, I can see only a certain similarity (of course, partial) 

between two kinds of processes (with are more intellectual than naturalistic, by the way): between the 

process of the human writing of certain scientific files in modern computer devices and the process of the 

supreme-intelligence-design writing of certain genetic programs (including the genetic program of the cell 

reproduction) in cells of alive organisms.        

     The main problem, according to V.Ginzburg, is connected with the explanation of the origin of the 

biologic life and the origin of the human abstract thinking (but the second one, as to me, is connected not 

with biology but with the origin of the human spiritual life which is far beyond natural sciences). 

V.Ginzburg assumes that for a possible explanation of the origin of the biologic life one can naturally 

imagine a certain jump which is similar to some kind of phase transition (or, may be, certain synergetic 

process). But there are other points of view too.  

 

6. The problem 6 (the problem of the origin of the spiritual human life). 

     Is it possible the naturalistic explanation of the self-origin of the human spiritual life?  Even if there 

would be found the missing links of unknown primates, which are similar to a man morphologically and in 

the sense of the brain structure, it were not signify their spiritual similarity. Human being is a dual biologic 

and spiritual being: Human personality has abstract thinking, self-conscience and language with its 

grammatical structure, which are absent in any animal. Any attempt to discover the physical similarities 

between primates and men as the base for the evolution doctrine overlooks from the very beginning  a huge 

(infinite) abyss between any animal (the absence of the spiritual life), from one side, and a man (the 

presence of the spiritual life), from the second side.  And in this situation there is no one spiritual gene in 

reality.  
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       In his last papers on the methodology and philosophy of science (see [64-66]) A. Einstein described the 

abyss, which separates the concrete world of the corporal objects and the abstract world of the concepts, 

ideas and hypothesis, which cannot be surpassed by any evolution theory. The problem consists even not 

only in the complete absence of the material transformation of corporal objects into abstract constructions 

and ideas, but also in the impossibility of such transformation without the preliminary existence and active 

intervention of the human mind which is capable to communicate information, coded by the human 

language, to elaborate it and to think abstractly. This argument and the absence of the scientific confirm of 

the progressive macro-evolution of the biologic species into the human being by real facts gave the reasons 

for A. Einstein to a public declare in 1950: “I think that the evolutionistic doctrines of Darwin, Haeckel and 

Huxley are without any doubt in the stage of the evident decline“ (is quoted from [66]).  

    By the way, all the data from the human history, psychology and anthropology testimony that without the 

intercourse and relations, in the spiritual solitude, no human personality can stably spiritually exist, 

degrading during a certain limited not very long (near 20 years) time. And diffused in the ex-USSR the so-

called “work” hypothesis of the transformation of certain primates into the human beings and the hypothesis 

of the primacy of the material social-economic basis and of the secondarity of the spiritual superstructure in 

the human society cannot resist any serious critics. Any hypothesis on casual origin of the spiritual life or on 

its natural origin in the material (biologic or/and social) basis without the inflow of the intelligent 

information from without demand evidently much more blind belief than the hypothesis on the Intelligent 

Creator [65]. 

 

7. The problem 7 (the resurrection of Jesus Christ as a historical fact).  

        The fact on the resurrection of Christ does particularly sharply set the problem of the choice of the 

world-view. The resurrection of Christ has for a long time supported and confirmed by all criteria of the 

academic historical science (see, for instance, [67-69]) and at the same time is not recognized by non-

Christians (it is a serious problem for them). As to the documental historical witnesses, New Testament has 

the highest indices of  every kind of manifestations: the confrontation of the dating of the described events 

with the dating of the most early copies, the biggest number of the most earlier copies, the degree of the 

exactness of the coincidence between various original copies in comparison with any other antique book 

(before Christ), the comparative analysis of the Christian sources and the contemporary non-Christian 

sources in describing the life and the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

      All attempts of the followers of the Marxism-Leninism, beginning from Marx, Engels and Lenin, to 

elaborate the explanation of the Christianity origin, basing on only history of previous religions or on social-

economical reasons without the historical witnesses on real existence of Jesus Christ, His death as the 

expiatory sacrifice for the human salvation and His resurrection – all these attempts have completely 

collapsed. But there are some indications that F.Engels before his death had written his affirmation on his 

acception of the resurrection of Jesus Christ [70]. 

 

8. The enigma 8 (enigma of the unexplainable applicability of the abstract mathematical principles). 

       Mathematics, as it is known long ago, is the result of the activity of entirely abstract human mind. 

However, many scientists and philosophers, and not only they, had noticed and notice now that all known 

mathematical disciplines had been applied, earlier or later, and it is continued nowadays, to be used for the 

exact formulation of the nature laws. Someone explains this fact as a certain curious incident, as a pure 

chance. But who believes in God, expressed Himself in the Bible, this fact does directly follow from the 

predestination of man to govern the creation, so the rationality of the human mind does evidently correspond 

to the rationality of the nature laws.  
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Namely such is the best solution of this enigma.  

 

9. The enigma 9 (enigma of the unexplainable connection of the human mind and spiritual life with 

the human brain). 

      In [71] there are presented the results of the numerous researches of that that the human spiritual life and 

the functioning of brain are principally different each from other, although they are somewhat connected, 

and that the human conscience and mind are not, in particular, the result of the activity of the only material 

brain. There is also cited the opinion of the English evolutionist J.Haldane: “ If my thinking is completely 

determined by the motion of the brain atoms, I have no reason to suppose that my convictions are true” and 

then it is substantiated that if the human conscience is a function of the only human brain, then the integral 

“I” cannot simply exist! Can atheism explain this enigma or one ought to recognize that the Spirit is 

primary?  

 

10. Conclusions.  

          Several reasons caused here to formulate a new view of the history of physics (especially in the field 

of natural sciences) in XX-XXI cc:  Firstly, under the influence of scientific and technological progress it 

has been intensified such direction of the science philosophy as the scientific realism (i.e. the 

correspondence of the science to the reality), which has in turn changed three forms: from the naïve realism 

to the usual realism and then to the critical scientific realism (the last one had been developed under the 

strong influence of sharp discussions in quantum mechanics). Secondly, a novel division of the different 

classes of natural sciences with different objects and paradigms did inevitably force to analyze scientifically 

not only simple natural phenomena and processes, but also (a) the human intelligent design, related with the 

object of science or with the influence of researcher on the natural process, and (b) the philosophic aspects 

related with the origin of the Universe and life. Thirdly, some big problems of physics and natural sciences ( 

a) sharp problems and paradoxes revealed in the development of quantum mechanics and quantum theory of 

measurements, b) a huge complex of the problems connected with the Universe origin and the expansion 

after the Big Bang, c) the open problem of the origin of the biological life) have been gradually concentrated 

the attention of the researchers, if not scientifically but at least philosophically, to those problems as to the 

grand or great problems. Fourthly, the analysis of mathematics in different sciences, beginning from physics, 

shows that mathematics has now become the branch of the natural sciences (namely of theoretical physics) 

starting from the S-matrix theory of quantum collisions and the dispersion relations [72] and has lately in 

fact generated the final solution of the old problem of time as a quantum observable, canonically conjugated 

with energy [54]. Fifthly, there was started to increase the discussion between the supporters of various 

meta-theoretical (semi-scientific and semi-philosophic) approaches to the problems of the origin of life and 

the whole Universe – between the hypothesis of the Supreme Intelligent Design (the creationism) and the 

hypothesis of the self-organization of the matter from the lower levels (beginning from the 0-th level, i.e. 

vacuum) into the higher levels. And to the last doctrine there was adjoined in the XXI c the meta-physical 

doctrine of the parallel other universes with some kind of interaction between them or with an irrational 

spontaneous passage of the matter from them to our Universe – those hypothetical universes are or the 

exactly same as ours, or with other space-time dimensions, or with other values of the physical constants.  
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